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ABSTRACT
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Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) have not only been suggested as new key storage mechanism, but Ð in the form of socalled łStrong PUFsž Ð also as cryptographic primitives in advanced
schemes, including key exchange, oblivious transfer, or secure multiparty computation. This notably extends their application spectrum,
and has led to a sequence of publications at leading venues such as
IEEE S&P, CRYPTO, and EUROCRYPT in the past [3, 6, 10, 11, 29, 41].
However, one important unresolved problem is that adversaries
can break the security of all these advanced protocols if they gain
physical access to the employed Strong PUFs after protocol completion [41]. It has been formally proven [49] that this issue cannot
be overcome by techniques on the protocol side alone, but requires
resolution on the hardware level Ð the only fully effective known
countermeasure being so-called Erasable PUFs [36]. Building on
this work, this paper is the first to describe a generic method how
any given silicon Strong PUF with digital CRP-interface can be
turned into an Erasable PUF. We describe how the Strong PUF can
be surrounded with a trusted control logic that allows the blocking
(or łerasurež) of single CRPs. We implement our approach, which
we call łGeniePUFž, on FPGA, reporting detailed performance data
and practicality figures. Furthermore, we develop the first comprehensive definitional framework for Erasable PUFs. Our work so
re-establishes the effective usability of Strong PUFs in advanced
cryptographic applications, and in the realistic case adversaries get
access to the Strong PUF after protocol completion.

1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.1 PUFs and Their Differing Applications
The last years have witnessed an increasing interest in directly
leveraging the physical properties of computer hardware for cryptographic and security purposes. One prime example are so-called
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs), which exploit the natural
manufacturing variations arising in most modern hardware systems
[14, 24, 30].
In their early days, PUFs were predominantly seen as a novel tool
for physical key storage and system identification. To start with,
so-called Weak PUFs [35] (for example SRAM PUFs [17], transistorbased PUFs [24], diode-based PUFs [19], or DRAM PUFs [52]) were
suggested as source of system-specific keys in hardware that had no
non-volatile memory (NVM) on board. This successively established
Weak PUFs as viable, arguably more secure alternative to classical
NVMs in key storage applications [18, 22, 25, 26, 43].
In addition, so-called Strong PUFs [35] (such as Arbiter PUFs
[45] and optical PUFs [30]), were proposed for new types of remote
identification protocols [30]. In these schemes, a randomly chosen
subset of PUF Challenge Response Pairs (CRPs) is directly sent
in the clear and unencrypted in each protocol run, proving the
identity of the PUF-holder to a remote party. Fresh CRPs have to
be employed in each execution, necessitating a large CRP-space of
the underlying Strong PUF. Interestingly, the use of Strong PUFs
here leads to new hardware and new cryptographic protocols. In
both cases, Weak and Strong PUFs empower electronic systems
to identify themselves without having classical, permanent digital
keys on board. This notable fact has created sustainable research
interest in the security community ever since.
In recent years, an important second research strand on PUFs
has evolved, however, which reaches strictly beyond the above key
storage or identification scenarios. In this second avenue, solely
Strong PUFs [35] 1 are employed as łcryptographic primitivež in
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1 Weak

PUFs [35] are not suited for the application as cryptographic primitive in
advanced protocols in the above sense: This scenario inevitably requires a large,
inexhaustible CRP space with many possible challenges, numerically unpredictable
responses, and a publicly accessible CRP-interface of the PUF, where every protocol
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Strong
PUF

base stations; an automatic and implicit physical transfer of objects
(and potentially of PUFs) takes place. Taken together, the future
of Strong PUFs as cryptographic primitive seemed bright both in
practice and theory, promising a broad spectrum of applications.

110100101

1.2

PUF Re-Use and Relevance of Erasable
PUFs

These bright hopes were partly dashed when a class of simple, yet
efficient attacks on advanced Strong PUF protocols was discovered:
The so-called łPUF Re-Use Modelž or łPost-Protocol Access Modelž
[41]. It realistically assumes that in almost all practical use cases, the
same Strong PUF will be re-employed in more than one protocol
run. Adversaries may thus gain physical access to the PUF not
just during a run, but also after the run has been completed. As
Strong PUFs by definition possess a publicly accessible, unprotected
CRP-interface [35], such "post-protocol access" allows the read-out
of any CRPs of the adversary’s choice. This potentially includes
CRPs that had been employed earlier by other parties, provided
that the respective challenges are, or have become, known to the
adversary. Post-protocol access can hence retrospectively allow
attacks on previous protocol executions. Unfortunately, this simple
attack method has proven effective on all currently known Strong
PUF based KE, OT, or SMC schemes [41, 49].
We would like to stress that the PUF Re-Use Model differs fundamentally from the trivial case of a Weak PUF whose responses have
been exposed to the adversary. Please recall the strict differences
between Weak PUFs and Strong PUFs [35] in this context: Weak
PUFs inherently are based on the hypothesis that their responses remain internal and unknown to adversaries forever. Exposing these
responses hence trivially breaks security. With Strong PUFs, more
or less the converse holds: Their CRP-interface by definition is
designed to be public from the start. They should hence intuitively
withstand any adversarial access to their CRP-interface, including
the post-protocol access assumed in the PUF Re-Use Model Ð but
actually cannot, as it turns out [36, 41, 49].
This leads to the question whether new protocols for KE, OT,
or SMC could be designed that evade the above issues. Unfortunately, it was formally proven [49] that any standard Strong PUFs,
whose responses are unaltered and can still be read out during postprotocol access, are not useful in building secure KE, OT, or SMC
schemes. This implies that the problems arising from post-protocol
access must be solved on a hardware level Ð not on a protocol level.
They must be overcome by devising novel physical types of PUFs,
which can alter some of their CRPs for good [49].
The above discussion could be interpreted as suggesting so-called
Reconfigurable PUFs [12, 20, 23, 53] in order to resolve the issues
of post-protocol access. Please recall that by definition [20], all
of their responses can be randomly altered in one single step by
a simple reconfiguration operation. However, complete, general,
and non-selective reconfigurability is not what we need in our
context: For illustration, consider the setting depicted in Figure 1.
Let us assume that different cryptographic protocols are being run
between multiple parties in this setting, using the same PUF. Some
of these parties will have measured CRP-lists of this PUF earlier.
Fully reconfiguring the entire PUF implies that all of these lists
become obsolete, however. They would have to be measured anew.

EVE

Figure 1: The most general setting for the application of
Strong PUFs in cryptographic protocols: All participants are
connected pairwise via a binary channel, and via a separate
physical channel over which physical objects like Strong
PUFs can be sent. Eve can access both the physical and binary channels alike.
advanced schemes like key exchange (KE), bit commitment (BC),
oblivious transfer (OT), or secure multi-party computation (SMC)
[6, 29, 32]. It turned out that all these tasks can solely be built on
Strong PUFs and their features, without employing any additional
security assumptions. This makes Strong PUFs a novel, independent fundament for cryptography: Their security is based on their
assumed physical unclonability and numeric unpredictability of
their responses, not on the purported intractability of number theoretic problems, such as the factoring or discrete logarithm problems.
The resulting Strong PUF protocols are hence resilient against a
potential advent of quantum computing, and so in line with recent
efforts in post-quantum cryptography [8]. As mentioned earlier,
this research thread on advanced Strong PUF protocols has led
to publications at leading venues of the theoretical cryptography
community, including IEEE S&P, CRYPTO, EUROCRYPT, or TCC
[3, 6, 10, 11, 29, 41].
The communication scenario of said protocols is similar to classical, token-based cryptography [31], as depicted in Figure 1: Several
parties are connected via (i) a digital channel, over which binary
messages can be sent, and (ii) a physical channel, over which real,
physical objects (like Strong PUFs) can be transferred. The adversary Eve has potential access to both channels. Since a Strong PUF’s
challenge-response interface is by definition publicly accessible
[35], Eve and all other protocol participants can query the Strong
PUF for any CRPs of their choice during their respective access
periods to the PUF Ð while not being able to read out the Strong
PUF’s CRP-space completely, as it is too large [35]. We stress that
the physical transfer of Strong PUFs can often be accomplished
naturally and with surprisingly little effort: Whenever a customer
carries a bank card plus Strong PUF from terminal to terminal in
his wallet; whenever an electronic hardware is shipped from a manufacturer to an end consumer; or when a mobile device such as a
laptop or smartphone is carried around and connects to different
participant and also adversaries can apply challenges and read-out responses freely
[6, 29, 32] Ð or, in one term, a Strong PUF [35].
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This implies that the reconfigured PUF needs to physically return
to all respective parties, which is highly inefficient and impractical.
In sum, this renders Erasable PUFs (and their finegrained, granular erasability on a single CRP-level) the only known possibility
[49] to fully restore the usability of Strong PUFs in advanced cryptographic protocols (such as KE, OT, or SMC) in the most general
usage scenarios [36, 41].

1.3

the secret storage and error correction of several earlier response
values inside the trusted computing base (TCB) of the Controlled
PUF. This is contrary to our approach, which does not induce any
secrets inside the TCB and surrounding control logic of our Erasable
PUF constructions.

1.4

Our Contributions

Within the above research landscape, we make the following novel
contributions:
• We develop a formal, but easily comprehensible new framework for PUF definitions, and give the first formal definitions of Erasable PUFs. Our treatment could potentially help
coining a novel, easily accessible, yet precise style in any
future PUF-related definitions. Furthermore, we lead some
first proofs on the exact relation between Strong PUFs and
Erasable PUFs in our framework.
• Our erasable PUF design is generic in the sense that it can
turn any given integrated Strong PUF with a digital challengeresponse interface into an Erasable PUF. We therefore call
our design łGeniePUFž for Generic Erasable PUF. We also
proved łGeniePUFž is a secure Erasable PUF, given that its
underlying PUF is a secure Strong PUF.
• On the technical side, the GeniePUF approach uses red-black
tree and authenticated search tree techniques in untrusted
memory, while storing a public, i.e., non-secret, but authenticated root hash inside its Trusted Computing Base (TCB).
The root hash’s length is independent of the number of already erased CRPs.
• We implement our approach on Zynq FPGA, reporting detailed performance and practicality figures. We show that a
CRP erasure operation takes no more than 18 𝜇𝑠 and 10 𝜇𝑠 for
the hardware TCB and software interface, respectively, even
if 100,000 CRPs have been erased previously as an example
case. This time only rises mildly even for larger erased CRP
sets.

Related Work and Fundamental Challenges

Despite their abovementioned relevance, no fully viable Erasable
PUF candidates have been devised to this date. The deeper reasons
are some non-trivial, quite fundamental challenges in Erasable PUF
design: Recall that Erasable PUFs are a subclass of Strong PUFs, i.e.,
they must possess a very large number of possible inputs, and a
complex, numerically hard-to-predict input-output behavior [35].
However, essentially all known Strong PUF architectures, such
as Arbiter PUFs [45] and optical PUFs [30], realize this feature
by a complex interplay of many system-internal components in
the response generation. If a single response shall be altered irrecoverably in such a construction, at least one of these internal
components must be modified. This will alter the targeted response;
but it will also inevitably affect many other responses as well! For
example, modifying a single scattering element in an optical PUF,
or changing a single runtime delay in an Arbiter PUF, will necessarily influence many CRPs Ð not just one. This complicates or even
disables finegrained erasure operations on a single CRP level.
The only known Erasable PUF candidate prior to our work
was based on a large, monolithic crossbar architecture [36]. It carries diodes with random current-voltage characteristics at each of
its nanoscale crosspoints [36]. This design, known as SHIC PUF
[37], leads to a very large number of completely and informationtheoretically independent CRPs. By intentionally overloading a
selected diode, a breakthrough could be induced at any given crosspoint, effectively łerasingž the PUF-response deduced from this
crosspoint without affecting other responses [36].
However, one substantial problem with this existing construction, which the authors of [36] did not mentioned, is that after
breakthrough, the rectification rates of the broken diodes are not
high enough to guarantee a fully functional read-out procedure
in the large monolithic crossbar in the future. Concretely, it is reported [36] that the rectification rates drop from 107 to as low as
102 after breakthrough. This means that additional parasitic paths
will arise in the large monolithic structures with every new breakdown, quickly disabling exact future read-out operations after an
increasing number of erased responses.
Other publications that are directly related to our work include
the following: Firstly, the already mentioned Reconfigurable PUFs
[12, 20, 23, 53], which pursue a reconfiguration of the entire PUF
with all its CRPs. However, this global reconfigurability leads to the
protocol and efficiency issues that we described already in Section
1.2. This renders Reconfigurable PUFs not well applicable in our
situation. Secondly, Controlled PUFs [13, 15] have some aspects in
common with our architectures, as they also employ a trusted logic
around a standard PUF in order to realize novel security features.
However, their design goals and envisaged applications vastly differ
from ours [13, 15]: For example, standard Controlled PUFs assume

1.5

Organization of This Paper

Section 2 presents a novel definitional framework for Erasable PUFs
and the first formal Erasable PUF definitions. Our Generic Erasable
PUFs (GeniePUFs), which are based on programmable logic and
authenticated tree structures, are discussed in Section 3. Section 4
shows the security and practicality of the GeniePUF construction,
with a concrete cryptographic application (i.e., their use on bank
cards/smart cards in communication terminals). Finally, the paper
concludes in Section 5.

2

A FORMAL FRAMEWORK FOR ERASABLE
PUFS
2.1 Basic Aspects of (Strong) PUFs
While their challenge-response behavior can be, and actually often
is, modeled mathematically, PUFs in the end are physical objects.
It thus makes sense to start our definitional framework by a few
basic, mostly physical aspects.
Definition 1 (PUFs). A PUF 𝑃 is a physical system that can be
stimulated with so-called challenges 𝑐𝑖 from a challenge set 𝐶𝑃 ⊆
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𝑗∗

𝑗∗

• A has made an output ( 𝑗 ∗, 𝑟 guess ) and 𝑟 guess is equal to the
∗
correct response of 𝑃 on challenge 𝑐 𝑗 , i.e.,

{0, 1}𝑘 , upon which it reacts by producing corresponding responses
𝑟𝑖 from a response set 𝑅𝑃 ⊆ {0, 1}𝑚 . Each response 𝑟𝑖 shall depend
on the applied challenge, but also on manufacturing variations in 𝑃
that are practically unclonable with currently existing technology.
The tuples (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 ) are usually called the challenge-response pairs
(CRPs) of 𝑃. If required, we explicitly write 𝑟𝑐𝑃𝑖 or 𝑟𝑖𝑃 for denoting
the response of 𝑃 to challenge 𝑐𝑖 .

𝑗∗

𝑟 guess = 𝑟 𝑃𝑗 ∗ .
𝑐

• The cumulative time that has elapsed in Step 2 and in the 𝑘
repetitions of Step 4c within the loop does not exceed 𝑡 att .
In all of this, the probability 𝜖 is taken over the random choice of
∗
all the 𝑐 𝑗 , and over all random procedures that A employs in the
security game.
■

We comment that it seems necessary to stipulate that PUFresponses must depend on unclonable manufacturing variations
in the PUF: Only this feature distinguishes PUFs from a piece of
standard, digital hardware implementing a pseudo-random function, say. Furthermore, the definition implicitly assumes that any
potentially noisy PUF-responses can be stabilized via suitable errorcorrecting means. This allows regarding the PUF’s behavior as a
function 𝐹𝑃 mapping challenges to responses, and to consider fixed
CRPs (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 ), with 𝑟𝑖 = 𝐹𝑃 (𝑐𝑖 ). Making this assumption is in accordance with the PUF-literature, and also strongly simplifies our later
treatment: It allows us to talk about a single, fixed response (after
error correction) to a given challenge.
Let us next define secure Strong PUFs, one of the main PUFsubtypes. For simplicity, hereinafter, we will use łstrong PUFž to
represent łsecure strong PUFž defined in Definition 2.

Notice that adversary A may have been lucky in that A queried
PUF 𝑃 for some challenge 𝑐 𝑗 before it was given to A in Step 4b
(after which A is not allowed to query 𝑐 𝑗 any more). Let 𝛼 be the
fraction of all challenge-response pairs that can be retrieved from 𝑃
within time 𝑡 att in Step 2 (we choose A not to do anything in Step 4c
for each iteration). Then, the probability that one of 𝑐 𝑗 corresponds
to one of the retrieved challenge-response pairs in Step 2 is equal
to 1 − (1 − 𝛼)𝑘 . If this happens, then A wins the game, since he
knows the response and therefore can predict the response. This
shows that 𝜖 ≥ 1 − (1 − 𝛼)𝑘 . For large challenge-response spaces,
𝛼 is small such that 1 − (1 − 𝛼)𝑘 ≈ 𝛼 · 𝑘 and 𝜖 ≥ 𝛼 · 𝑘.
Proposition 1 (Strong PUFs for Different Sizes of 𝑘). Let 𝑃 be a
PUF and 𝑘 ≤ 𝑘 ′ . For every A that wins SecGameStrong (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ),
there is another adversary A ′ who performs the same actions as A
(plus some dummy waiting operations) and that wins
′ ), where 𝑡 ′ is equal to 𝑡
SecGameStrong (𝑃, A ′, 𝑘 ′, 𝑡 att
att plus the
att
time cost for the dummy waiting operations.

Definition 2 (Secure Strong PUFs). Let 𝑃 be a PUF and A be an
adversary. 𝑃 is called a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Strong PUF with respect
to A if A has a probability of at most 𝜖 to łwinž the following
security game:
SecGameStrong (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ):

Proof. Without adding extra adversarial capabilities or time
complexity, any adversary A can be modified to an adversary
A ′ who is like A but does not to do anything in Step 4c for iterations 𝑗 = 𝑘 + 1, . . . , 𝑘 ′ and chooses to select 𝑗 ∗ in the range
1 ≤ 𝑗 ∗ ≤ 𝑘 in Step 5. This reduces SecGameStrong (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ) to
′ ).
SecGameStrong (𝑃, A ′, 𝑘 ′, 𝑡 att
□

(1) The PUF 𝑃 is handed over to A, starting the game. 2
(2) A is allowed to conduct physical actions and to carry out
numeric computations, potentially exploiting his physical
access to 𝑃. These actions and computations are limited by
the laws of physics and by A’s individual capabilities and
equipment.
(3) At an adaptive point in time of A’s choice, A hands back 𝑃
(or whatever physically remains of it). 2, 3
(4) Then for 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑘, the following loop is repeated:
(a) A challenge 𝑐 𝑗 from 𝑃’s challenge space 𝐶𝑃 is chosen
uniformly at random.
(b) 𝑃 and 𝑐 𝑗 are handed over to A. 2
(c) A is allowed further physical actions and numeric computations, with the exception of asking 𝑃 for the response of
𝑐 𝑖 for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗. These actions and computations are again
limited by the laws of physics and by A’s capabilities and
equipment.
(5) A chooses to guess a response for one of the challenges
𝑗∗
𝑐 𝑗 , i.e., he outputs a tuple ( 𝑗 ∗, 𝑟 guess ), with 1 ≤ 𝑗 ∗ ≤ 𝑘 and

Our definition is a simplified, perhaps more easily accessible version of the existing, game-based Strong PUF definitions [2, 34, 40].
These usually employ multiple parameters to define Strong PUF security [2, 34]; we reduce this to merely three characteristic figures,
namely the attack time 𝑡 att , the size 𝑘 of the subset of challenges
for which an adversary needs to predict one of its responses, and
the adversarial guessing probability 𝜖. We do not employ physical
Turing machines as the formal model of computation for the adversary, since this can lead to intricate definitions [33]. Furthermore,
we do not consider infinite families of PUFs as in [2, 6], avoiding an
asymptotic treatment with its associated pitfalls and issues [34, 40].
Instead, we assume that one specific adversary A with certain
(assumed) abilities is under consideration. Finally, our definition
does not suppose an information-theoretic security of the Strong
PUF, as some earlier works did [6]: The reason is that most Strong
PUFs (such as the Arbiter PUF and variants thereof) do not possess
information-theoretic, but only computational security, as all the
existing modeling attacks show in passing [38, 39]. (Recall that in
these modeling atacks, a small set of CRPs is collected in order to extrapolate the PUF’s behavior on other CRPs; this would be provably
impossible if all CRPs were information-theoretically independent.)

𝑗∗
𝑟 guess ∈ 𝑅𝑃 , and the game ends. 2

A "wins" the game if:
2

We assume that the physical handover procedures in Step 1 and Step 3, as well as the
choice and presentation of 𝑐 𝑗 in Step 4, are carried out in negligible time compared to
the rest of the security game, i.e., we model them to take time of 0 sec, not causing
any additional delays.
3 Note that A may have potentially physically altered or even destroyed 𝑃 .
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𝑗

(b) 𝑃 ( 𝑗) and 𝑐 erase are handed over to A. 2
(c) A is allowed to conduct physical actions and to carry
out numeric computations, possibly exploiting his physical access to 𝑃 ( 𝑗) . These actions and computations are
again limited by the laws of physics and by A’s individual
capabilities and equipment.
(5) A chooses to guess one of the previously erased responses,
𝑗∗
i.e., he outputs a tuple ( 𝑗 ∗, 𝑟 guess ), with 1 ≤ 𝑗 ∗ ≤ 𝑘 and

Overall, we hope that our definition strikes a good balance between
formal rigour and accessibility.

2.2

Erasable PUFs

Loosely speaking, Erasable PUFs are Strong PUFs (see Definition 2
and [16, 35]) with one extra property: Users can select an arbitrary
challenge 𝑐 erase ∈ 𝐶𝑃 , and apply a łsecure erasure operationž ER
for this challenge to the PUF. This operation shall irrecoverably
łerasež the single CRP (𝑐 erase, 𝑟 erase ) from the PUF, without affecting
any other CRPs. More precisely speaking, the erasure operation
should affect or alter the original response 𝑟 erase in such a way that
adversaries later cannot recover 𝑟 erase with a probability better than
random guessing, while all other responses shall remain unchanged.
The erasability operation shall be applicable 𝑘 times, ideally for
values of 𝑘 that reach up to the size of the entire challenge space
𝐶𝑃 of the Erasable PUF.
This leads to the following two definitions.

𝑗∗
𝑟 guess ∈ 𝑅𝑃 , and the game ends. 2

A "wins" the game if:
𝑗∗

𝑗∗

• A has made an output ( 𝑗 ∗, 𝑟 guess ) and 𝑟 guess is equal to the
𝑗∗

original response of 𝑃 on challenge 𝑐 erase , i.e., if
𝑗∗

𝑟 guess = 𝑟 𝑃𝑗 ∗ .
𝑐 erase

• The cumulative time that has elapsed in Steps 2 and in the 𝑘
repetitions of Step 4c within the loop does not exceed 𝑡 att .
In all of this, the probability 𝜖 is taken over the random choice of all
𝑗∗
the 𝑐 erase , and over all random procedures that A employs in the
security game.
■

Definition 3 (Erasure Operations for PUFs). An erasure operation
ER for a PUF 𝑃 is a specific physical or logical process that takes
as input the PUF 𝑃 and a challenge 𝑐 erase ∈ 𝐶𝑃 , and produces as
output a related PUF 𝑃 ′ with the following properties:
• 𝑃 ′ has the same challenge set as 𝑃.
• For all challenges 𝑐 ≠ 𝑐 erase , 𝑃 ′ has a functional challengeresponse behavior, and the responses of 𝑃 and 𝑃 ′ to 𝑐 are
′
equal, i.e., 𝑟𝑐𝑃 = 𝑟𝑐𝑃 .
• The response of 𝑃 ′ to challenge 𝑐 erase is altered or affected
in a certain fashion that is specific to ER; for example, ER
may routinely overwrite the original response 𝑟 erase by a "0",
a "1", or by a fault symbol "⊥".
Any PUF 𝑃 to which its erasure operation ER has been applied 𝑘
times may be denoted as 𝑃 (𝑘) , with 𝑃 (0) being the original PUF
𝑃. For any PUF 𝑃 (𝑘) , the set of challenges for which the erasure
operation has been applied to 𝑃 since its fabrication, is denoted by
E (𝑃 (𝑘) ).
■

The security game of Definition 4 specifies a rather strong attack
scenario: Overall 𝑘 randomly chosen CRPs are successively erased
from the PUF, while the adversary has access for time periods of
his adaptive choice before any erasures have taken place, and also
once after every single erasure operation was conducted.
Similar to Definition 2, Definition 4 deliberately is non-asymptotic,
and considers only a single PUF with respect to a given adversary
A and its capabilities (please compare the discussion following
Definition 2). Similar to Proposition 1, we can prove:
Proposition 2 (Erasable PUFs for Different Sizes of 𝑘). Let 𝑃 be a
PUF with erasure operation and let 𝑘 ≤ 𝑘 ′ . For every A that wins
SecGameErasable (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ), there is another adversary A ′ who
performs the same actions as A (plus some dummy waiting oper′ ), where 𝑡 ′
ations) and that wins SecGameErasable (𝑃, A ′, 𝑘 ′, 𝑡 att
att
is equal to 𝑡 att plus the time cost for the dummy waiting operations.

Note that the above definition does not say anything about dedicated security aspects, such as the irrecoverability of erased responses; this is taken care of next.

This implies that in order to be a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Erasable PUF,
the erasure operation must work securely for any 𝑖-element subset
E ⊆ 𝐶𝑃 of size smaller than or equal to 𝑘. 𝑘 so becomes one of
several quality measure of Erasable PUFs Ð the larger 𝑘, the better.
As before, the definition was designed in order to strike a good
balance between accessibility and formal rigor.
As already mentioned, Erasable PUFs are a sub-class of Strong
PUFs, i.e., every Erasable PUF is also a Strong PUF automatically.
This intuitive fact is in agreement with our above framework, as
proven formally in the next theorem. It tells us that every Erasable
PUF (according to Definition 4) is also a Strong PUF (according to
Definition 2) with respect to the same adversary.

Definition 4 (Secure Erasable PUFs). Let 𝑃 be a PUF with erasure
operation ER, 𝑘 be a positive integer, and A be an adversary. 𝑃 is
called a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Erasable PUF with respect to A if A has a
probability of at most 𝜖 to łwinž the following security game:
SecGameErasable (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ):
(1) The PUF 𝑃 is handed over to A, starting the game. 2
(2) A is allowed to conduct physical actions and to carry out
numeric computations, potentially exploiting his physical
access to 𝑃. These actions and computations are limited by
the laws of physics and by A’s individual capabilities and
equipment.
(3) At an adaptively selected point in time of A’s choice, he
hands back 𝑃 (= 𝑃 (0) , see Definition 3). 2
(4) Then for 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑘, the following loop is repeated:
𝑗
(a) A challenge 𝑐 erase is chosen uniformly at random from 𝐶𝑃 ,
𝑗
𝑗
and the CRP (𝑐 erase, 𝑟 erase ) is erased from the PUF 𝑃 ( 𝑗−1) .
This creates a PUF 𝑃 ( 𝑗) . 2

Theorem 1 (Erasable PUFs are Strong PUFs). Let 𝑃 be a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)secure Erasable PUF with respect to some adversary A. Then 𝑃 is
a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Strong PUF with respect to the same adversary
A.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix C.1. This concludes
our formal definitional framework and treatment of Erasable PUFs.
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The next section will deal with the first practically viable and also
generic silicon implementation strategy for Erasable PUFs.

USER

3 GENERIC ERASABLE PUF DESIGN
3.1 Basic Idea and Overview

Challenge ci

The most straightforward approach for implementing Erasable
PUFs would presumably consist of the following steps: (i) Take
an arbitrary silicon Strong PUF with digital challenge-response
interface. (ii) Surround it by a trusted control logic that guards the
application of challenges and the collection of responses. (iii) Keep
a public, but authenticated LIST of all CRPs that have been declared
łerasedž earlier. (iv) Whenever a new challenge 𝑐𝑖 is applied, the
control logic compares 𝑐 to LIST, and blocks it from application if
𝑐𝑖 has been declared łerasedž earlier.
There is one obvious issue with the above implementation strategy, though: The entire LIST needs to be an authenticated part 1/47
of the TCB, in the sense that it must be unalterable for external
adversaries. At the same time, however, LIST will grow larger, as
more CRPs are declared erased. This implies that the size of the TCB
grows with the number of declared CRPs, with the latter potentially
growing rather large over the lifetime of the Erasable PUF. This is
obviously undesirable.
In this section, we therefore devise and implement a construction that keeps the size of the TCB constant over the lifetime of
the Erasable PUF, regardless of how many CRPs have already been
erased. We show that by combining authenticated search trees [7]
and red-black trees [9], LIST can be authenticated by a public,
merely constant-length string RootHash, which does not grow
as more CRPs are erased. RootHash is stored inside the TCB of the
Erasable PUF, where it does not need to be kept secret, but only
needs to be protected against adversarial manipulation of its value
(i.e., it merely needs to be authentic, not secret). At the same time,
LIST may be stored in public, untrusted memory. We also describe
how LIST and RootHash can be updated efficiently whenever new
challenges are declared łerasedž. Our basic approach of read-out
and erasure are illustrated in Figure 2 and 3, respectively.
The described approach has several upsides: Firstly, it transforms
any given Strong PUF into an Erasable PUF, being łgenericž in
this sense. Secondly, its assumption of a public, but authenticated
piece of data is long established in the PUF area, being similar to the
authenticated, public helper data required in the error correction
of Weak PUFs [35]. Thirdly, also the presumption of a surrounding,
trusted control logic (or TCB) is long accepted in the field: Please
recall that it is a standard ingredient of Controlled PUFs [13, 15].
Finally, as already indicated, our construction does not require
any digital secret keys in the TCB. This makes it an advantageous,
generic method for Erasable PUF design. We will unfold its full
details over the next subsections, calling it Generic Erasable PUF
(GeniePUF).

3.2

Read-Out Mechanism of the GeniePUF

Given the basic approach of Figure 2, we need to describe two
operations in order to fully specify our GeniePUF construction:
Firstly, how CRPs can be read out from the GeniePUF; secondly,
how CRPs can be erased from it. Both will be accomplished in
this and the next subsection. We emphasize that our read-out and
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the read-out mechanism
of GeniePUFs (compare Scheme 1), differentiating between
the public, untrusted system part (blue) and the trusted computing base of the GeniePUF (green).
erasure procedures heavily rely on authenticated red-black trees
[9]; readers who are not familiar with this technique can turn to
Appendix A and B to obtain all relevant knowledge in a compact
form.
Let us then turn to the read-out mechanism of the GeniePUF. As
mentioned above, the LIST that contains all CRPs that have been declared łerasedž earlier is implemented by a RBT, and is stored in public, untrusted memory (see Figure 2). The much shorter RootHash
of the RBT, on the other hand, is stored within the Trusted Computing Based (TCB) of the GeniePUF in order to authenticate the
entire RBT. If some USER wants to obtain CRPs from the GeniePUF,
the following steps are executed:
Scheme 1:

Reading CRPs from GeniePUFs (Figure 2)

(1) The USER sends a challenge 𝑐𝑖 to the Control Logic (CL) of
the GeniePUF, which is part of the GeniePUF’s TCB.
(2) The CL passes on 𝑐𝑖 to the RBT interface, which belongs to
the public, untrusted system part.
(3) The RBT interface checks if 𝑐𝑖 is in the RBT, and generates
a PROOF whether 𝑐𝑖 is in the RBT (łproof of existencež) or
whether it is not in the RBT (łproof of non-existencež). Subsequently, PROOF is sent over from the RBT to the CL. The
detailed procedure of proof generation and the format of the
PROOF is given in Scheme 4 in the Appendix.
(4) The CL verifies the PROOF of existence or non-existence.
The procedure of proof verification is presented in Scheme 5
in the Appendix.
• If the PROOF is a valid proof of non-existence, the CL
applies 𝑐𝑖 to the Strong PUF, which is part of its TCB. It
passes the obtained response 𝑟𝑖 on to the USER.
• If the PROOF is a valid proof of existence, then CL denies
access to the PUF and outputs łERASEDž to the USER.
• If the PROOF (either non-existence proof or existence
proof) is invalid, then CL outputs ł⊥ž to the USER.
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Erasure Mechanism of the GeniePUF

USER

The mechanism for Erasing CRPs in the GeniePUF is again built on
the basic functionality of our underlying authenticated data structure, namely red-black trees (RBTs). In a nutshell, anyone can erase
CRPs from the GeniePUF, by sending an łErase 𝑐𝑖 ž command to the
Control Logic (CL) of the GeniePUF. Subsequently, the challenge
𝑐𝑖 is added to the LIST, or in our case, to the RBT, thus declaring it
łERASEDž. More precisely, the following procedure takes place:
Scheme 2:

Challenge ci

RBT
Interface

Erasing CRPs from GeniePUFs (Figure 3)

(1) The USER sends an łErase 𝑐𝑖 ž command to the CL.
(2) The CL passes on this command to the RBT interface.
(3) The RBT interface performs the same operations as step 3 in
Scheme 1. Besides, if 𝑐𝑖 is not in the RBT, the interface will
also attach the information about how the RBT might rotate
its structure (denoted as RotInfo). RotInfo will be sent over
together with PROOF to the CL. Notice that this computation
does not include computing updated hashes which RBT will
receive from CL in Step 5. 4
(4) Similar to step 4 in Scheme 1, the CL first verifies the PROOF.
• If the PROOF is a valid proof of non-existence, the CL
starts performing the erasure operation for 𝑐𝑖 . All necessary tree structure updates, if happen in the RBT, can be
replicated by CL with RotInfo. Knowing the updated tree
structure and the hash values of all the nodes that require
an updated hash, which are all contained in PROOF, the
CL is able to compute the new hash values of all the nodes
in PROOF, including a new RootHash. The CL updates the
RootHash in the TCB, sends the USER an łOKž message,
replies all the NewHash to the RBT interface.
• If the PROOF is a valid proof of existence, the CL replies
łOKž to the USER.
• If the PROOF is invalid, then CL outputs ł⊥ž to the USER.
(5) Upon receiving the NewHash, the RBT interface updates
the hashes in the RBT and completes an erasure request to
GeniePUF.

Erase ci
PROOF, RotInfo
NewHash

“Ok”
or “ ”

Control Logic.
Stores RootHash

Update RBT
Red-Black-Tree
(RBT)
Public, Untrusted
System Part

1/47

Underlying
Strong PUF
Trusted Computing Base
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the erasure mechanism
of GeniePUFs (compare Scheme 2), differentiating between
the public, untrusted sytem part (blue) and the trusted computing base of the GeniePUF (green).
• The employed hash function 𝐹 Hash must be collision resistant.
Under these prerequisites, adversaries cannot read out CRPs that
have successfully been declared łERASEDž earlier, and which are
part of the LIST (i.e., of our RBT).
Furthermore, the required security feature of the "Erase" command is that a malicious RBT interface, or an adversary who intercepts the communication between the RBT interface and the
CL, cannot send a Proof that is accepted by the CL, while it does
not relate to an updated RBT that contains all previously erased
challenges. As before, this is achieved by the collision resistance of
the employed hash function 𝐹 Hash .
Let us start our more formal analysis of the GeniePUF construction with stipulating some terminology.
Definition 5 (GeniePUFs Based on a Given PUF 𝑃). Let 𝑃 be a
PUF with a digital challenge-response interface. Then we use the
term GeniePUF(𝑃) to denote the Erasable PUF that is obtained by
utilizing 𝑃 within the construction detailed in Section 3. That is,
briefly speaking, GeniePUF(𝑃) denotes the PUF obtained from 𝑃
by:

4

SECURITY AND PRACTICALITY OF OUR
DESIGN
4.1 Security of Our Construction
Informally speaking, and in a nutshell, the security of Scheme 1
depends on the following assumptions:
• Adversaries cannot circumvent the Control Logic (CL), applying their own challenges directly to the underlying Strong
PUF, reading out the corresponding responses 𝑟𝑖 .
• Adversaries cannot modify the CL, for example such that it
cannot correctly verify the validity of PROOF. In particular,
the implementation of the hash function 𝐹 Hash must remain
correct and unchanged.
• Adversaries may read the stored RootHash, but not modify
it. It is public, but authentic.

• Surrounding 𝑃 with some trusted logic that guards access
to 𝑃’s CRP-interface, and that implements the operations of
the TCB, including the verification of PROOF and the access
control of 𝑃.
• Storing RootHash inside this trusted logic.
• Storing LIST outside the trusted logic.
It is inherently assumed in the GeniePUF(𝑃) construction that:
• The adversary can access LIST and can actively overwrite
and modify it.
• The adversary can read RootHash, but cannot modify it.
• The adversary cannot tamper with the functionality of the
PUF-surrounding trusted logic. E.g., he cannot access the

4 As

a self-balancing binary search tree, a RBT will adjust (rotate) its tree structure
to maintain the balance of itself, when it is unbalanced. Detailed description of the
rotations can be found in [9], and examples can be found in Appendix B.
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CRP-interface of the PUF 𝑃 directly, circumventing the control logic. Or he cannot modify the erasure or read-out functionalities implemented by the trusted logic.
• The employed hash function is collision resistant.
■
The next theorem states and proves the security of this construction under the above assumptions.
Theorem 2 (Security of GeniePUF(𝑃)). Let 𝑃 be a PUF with challenge set 𝐶𝑃 . Let A be an adversary for GeniePUF(𝑃) who is modeled by Definition 5. Then GeniePUF(𝑃) is (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖 + 𝜌)-secure
Erasable PUF with respect to A if the following two conditions
hold:
(1) A cannot compute in time 𝑡 att with probability ≥ 𝜌 a collision (𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) for the employed hash function 𝐹 Hash , i.e.,
𝐹 Hash (𝑥 1 ) = 𝐹 Hash (𝑥 2 ) and 𝑥 1 ≠ 𝑥 2 (𝜌 is called the collision
probability).
(2) PUF 𝑃 is a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Strong PUF with respect to adversary A’ that is constructed from A in the following fashion:
A’ acts exactly like A, but (i) all requested erasure operations are discarded, (ii) whenever a PROOF is computed,
then such a PROOF is ignored (and not communicated to 𝑃),
and (iii) any attempt by A to read state in RBT or control
logic CL is replaced by dummy observations.

Figure 4: Latency of the software interface (SW) and hardware TCB (HW) of GeniePUF for a reading or erasure operation.
Considering active attacks, launching fault injection attacks on
control logic or RootHash [4] could possibly attack our GeniePUF
construction. Still, it would violate one of our security assumptions,
which assumes the RootHash and the control logic are tamper
resistant.

The proof sketch of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix C.2.

Denial of Service Attacks. By manipulating the RBT (LIST) or
a PROOF, an attacker can launch denial of service attacks to our
GeniePUF. However, we would like to argue in this case that as a
physical object defined in Definition 1, a PUF just like any other
piece of hardware can never be secure against physical denial of service attacks: The adversary can always physically alter or damage
the PUF or hardware under consideration when he holds physical
possession of it. One more subtle attack can be to act as a normal
user and erase a large number of challenges from the GeniePUF, in
the hope that a large RB tree can make a legitimate user’s evaluation overwhelmingly slow. However, thanks to our red black tree
structure, this attack can never be efficient and effective, because
the attacker has to erase 𝑁 challenges to slow down the evaluation
process by 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁 ) times.

Security against Physical Attacks. The following analysis builds
on the taxonomy of secrets in security hardware introduced in [42].
Firstly, using the nomenclature of [42], there obviously are no
łpermanentž or łnon-volatilež digital secrets inside the TCB or the
RBT interface. This implies that the GeniePUF design is immune to
any attacks stealing such digital secrets, including side channels [44]
or probing attacks [50]. Depending on the employed underlying
Strong PUF, other secrets may be contained in the GeniePUF: If an
iPUF is used, as in our example, the physical runtime delays in the
iPUF will constitute łpermanent physical secretsž, again using the
language of [42]. Furthermore, the digital values in the latches at
the end of the single Arbiter PUFs within the iPUFs will constitute
so-called ł volatile digital secretsž [42]. Finally, the digital signals
entering the XOR gate in the lower layer of the iPUF will constitute
łtransient digital secretsž according to [42]: Knowing the value of
these signals, the attackers can successively learn the individual,
single Arbiter PUFs in the structure, and subsequently break the
entire iPUF.
Still, these permanent physical and volatile and transient digital secrets will arguably be harder to extract from hardware than
standard, permanently stored digital keys. To start with, if the used
iPUF is made large enough, it will be practically infeasible to extract
these runtimes via machine learning techniques. To this end, please
compare [51], where the limit of successful machine learning is
found to be around 10 parallel, XORed Arbiter PUF of length 64
in the lower iPUF layer. Furthermore, it will be very difficult to
physically extract the runtime delays physically in practice, albeit
not impossible [46]. Also reading out the content of the latches or
the transient signals entering the XOR gate during the operation of
the iPUF appears complicated and more intricate than reading out
a standard, permanently stored digital key from NVM.

4.2

Practicality and Performance Figures of
Our Construction

Our above GeniePUF architecture has been implemented on Xilinx
Zynq FPGA with a so-called Interpose PUF or iPUF [28] as its underlying PUF. Interpose PUFs are constructed from Arbiter PUFs
of variable length, and consist of several parallel layers of these
Arbiter PUFs, similar to the well-known XOR Arbiter PUF architectures [45]. The 64-bit Interpose PUF chosen for our specific
implementation contains a 64-bit Arbiter PUF in its top layer and
a 65-bit 9-XOR Arbiter PUF in its lower layer. 5 Due to the fixed
length of the inputs to the hash function of the resulting GeniePUF,
5 At

the time of our implementational work, this size of the iPUF was considered
secure; we remark that this no longer holds due to some recent advances in iPUF
modeling attacks [47, 51]. But since our GeniePUF technique is generic, it could also be
implemented with larger iPUF sizes that are secure, or with alternative future secure
implementations of Strong PUFs, of course.
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might be used beneficially. We stress that some of the terminals may
be controlled by the adversary (while it is not known, of course,
which of them are infiltrated and which are not). This means that
adversaries can gain access to the PUF between protocol runs.
The run PUF-protocols shall include simple, plain CRP-based
identification, as first proposed in [14, 30], KE as first suggested
in [6, 33, 48], and OT as first put forward in [6, 32]. Their completion enables identification and secure communication between
the terminals and PUF-carrying token on the one hand, and the
CA or bank HQ on the other hand. It also allows any secure-two
party computations or zero-knowledge proofs between these parties (which can be built on OT, as long known [21]). The exact
identification, KE and OT schemes based on Erasable PUFs usable
in this context are exactly like the existing Strong PUF based ID
[30], KE [6, 33, 48] or OT [6, 32] schemes from the literature Ð with
one twist: At the end of the KE and OT scheme, all CRPs employed
in the protocol must be erased from the PUF in a final step. This
ensures the long-term security of KE and OT [41, 49]. At the end of
the identification protocol, no further steps need to be added, since
no long-term confidentiality is required there.

GeniePUF

GeniePUF

GeniePUF

Figure 5: One concrete application example of GeniePUFs:
A user Alice carries around a token with a GeniePUF, employing it in 𝑘 potentially untrusted terminals. This allows
identification (ID), key exchange (KE) and oblivious transfer (OT) protocols between the terminals or PUF/token on
the one hand, and the central authority on the other hand.
After any KE and OT protocols, the erasure functionality of
the GeniePUF must be used in order to prevent attacks [41].
we decided to build a hash function from AES-128 in the DaviesMeyer construction [1, 27] with 64-bit collision resistance for the
GeniePUF.
We measured the performance of our proof-of-concept implementation for reading and erasing CRPs. Figure 4 shows how the
latency of hardware TCB and software interface grow with respect
to the number of previously erased CRPs (the size of LIST). The
frequency of the ARM processor and the FPGA fabric in the Zynq
system are 666 MHz and 100 MHz, respectively. In Figure 4, it
clearly shows that the latency grows logarithmically with respect
to the number of previously erased CRPs. This is consistent with the
complexity analysis of the search operation in a red-black tree. In
concrete numbers, the latency is on the order of a few ten microseconds for both software interface and hardware verifier, even if the
size of LIST has grown above 100,000, which is far beyond its practical need. In case multiple CRPs are needed in one authentication,
one can divide the entire challenge space into disjoint subsets, and
implement a challenge expansion function to derive all challenges
in one subset from one seed challenge. After verifying that the seed
challenge is not erased, the TCB can allow the whole challenge
subset to be queried to the PUF. This method avoids repeated RB
tree insertions for single authentication, and this also enables the
erasure of multiple challenges by erasing one seed challenge.

4.3

5

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

PUFs have enjoyed the intense attention of the security community
for around one and a half decades by now. While their main applications initially consisted of key storage and system identification,
a no less interesting second research strand has evolved in recent
years: So-called Strong PUFs have been suggested as cryptographic
primitive in advanced protocols such as key exchange (KE), bit
commitment (BC), oblivious transfer (OT), or secure multiparty
computation (SMC).
One fundamental and unresolved problem in the area is the reuse of employed PUFs in multiple protocol runs, however. While
such re-use appears imperative from an economic and efficiency
perspective, it creates severe security issues [41]: All abovementioned KE, OT, and SMC protocols can be broken in such a scenario.
It can be formally proven [49] that this issue cannot be overcome
by additional protocol or software steps alone. Instead, it requires
resolution on the hardware level and a novel PUF-type, so-called
Erasable PUFs. By definition, they allow that single CRPs can be
łalteredž or łerasedž for good, without affecting any other CRPs.
This paper now for the first time proposes a fully viable construction for Erasable PUFs, which in addition is generic, i.e., which
can turn any Strong PUF with a digital challenge-response interface into an Erasable PUF. In greater detail, our approach named
łGeniePUFž is based on a trusted control logic that surrounds the
given Strong PUF. This comes at the price of extending the trusted
computing base of the system, now including the PUF’s control
logic. This might seem unusual at first sight. On the other hand,
the same approach has long been accepted in the PUF-area in other
contexts, for example in the construction of so-called Controlled
PUFs [13]. Furthermore, our GeniePUFs require a public, but authenticated piece of information accompanying the PUF. Again,
this assumption might appear exotic at first glance, but has long
been introduced and accepted in the standard key derivation from
Weak PUFs. Overall, our construction hence rests on previously
known and somewhat principles within the PUF-area. Also the use

Applications of Erasable PUFs

As depicted in Figure 5, we choose a bank card like scenario, in
which a token carrying a GeniePUF is used in 𝑘 terminals in sequence. We imagine that between the terminals or the PUF/token
on the one hand, and some central authority (CA) or bank headquarters (HQ) on the other hand, cryptographic protocols are run,
which are all based on this PUF. Structurally similar communication settings would occur in many other applications: If payments
are being made at various shop terminals by a consumer’s smart
phones, if access cards are used in order to gain entry to different
facilities, or if smart phones enroll in different cells of a network,
just to name a few examples. In all of these scenarios, Erasable PUFs
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of a hash function in connection with PUFs, even inside the TCB
(which makes things more tedious) has been used before us, namely
in the context of Controlled PUFs [13].
We also to our knowledge presented the first formal definitional
framework for Erasable PUFs. Using a parametric, non-asymptotic
style of definitions, not considering infinite PUF-families, but single
PUFs and their properties, we tried to clearly define our objects
of study. Compared to other approaches, the compact and semiformal style of our framework makes it easily accessible, also for
non-theorists. Our hope is that this might allow the definitions
(and similar, future ones that might adopt their style) to act as link
between PUF-theorists and PUF-practitioners. We also proved the
relationship between strong PUFs and erasable PUFs (GeniePUFs).
In that, we tried to demonstrate how one can reason somewhat
formally and rigidly about security while using our semi-formal
definitional framework.
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Future Work. We believe that various future research opportunities
arise from our work. Starting with the practical and implementational side, further optimization of our logical Erasable PUFs
together with prototyping in FPGAs and ASICs seems a worthwhile endeavour. Other Strong PUFs than the iPUF [28] can be used
in connection with the generic GeniePUF technique. On the theory
side, our novel definitional framework will first of all hopefully
spark a new style of easily acccessible, intuitive PUF-definitions in
follow-up works. Secondly, follow-up theory works could utilize
Erasable PUFs in advanced protocols, in which PUFs can indeed be
securely re-used, going beyond the original set-up and communication model of [6]. Formalizing and proving the security of such
new schemes, for example in the universal composition framework
(compare [6]), appears interesting for future theory papers.
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A

Scheme 3:

Searching for a Challenge 𝑐𝑖 in a RBT

(1) The RBT interface receives a challenge 𝑐𝑖 .
(2) The RBT interface searches for 𝑐𝑖 , using the RBT as an ordinary binary search tree.
(3) In the end, it results in two cases:
• If 𝑐𝑖 is found, then a pointer to the node associated with
𝑐𝑖 is returned.
• If the binary search for 𝑐𝑖 within RBT reaches a leaf node,
where no challenge is stored, then the interface returns a
pointer to the parent node of the leaf node. (This parent
node is the lowest node in the tree whose child 𝑐𝑖 would
have supposed to be, if 𝑐𝑖 was part of the RBT.) In the
example in Figure 6, the returned pointer will be pointing
to the node containing 𝑐 4 .
Scheme 4: Generating a PROOF of Existence/Non-Existence
of a Challenge 𝑐𝑖 in a RBT

BACKGROUND ON AUTHENTICATED
SEARCH TREES AND RED-BLACK TREES

(1) After a search for 𝑐𝑖 , as described in Scheme 3, is completed
in the LIST (either found or not found), the RBT interface
gets a node in the tree from the search procedure. It sets this
node as the starting node of the PROOF.
(2) The interface adds the challenge of the starting node and
the hash values stored in the children nodes of the starting
node into the PROOF. Again, taking the example of Figure 6,
the information added is 𝑐 4 and the hash values of its two
children (two 𝑛𝑖𝑙 nodes).
(3) Then the RBT interface fetches the challenge of the node and
the hash value in the sibling node of each node along the path
in the tree from the starting node to the root of the tree to
generate the completed PROOF of non-existence/existence

An authenticated search tree was introduced in [7] as an undeniable
attester. In the context of our GeniePUF, an untrusted Red-Black
Tree (RBT) interface is used, which manages LIST of size 𝑛. It takes a
challenge as input, and generates a proof of non-existence/existence
of this challenge in LIST. Notice that, the length of the proof is only
O (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) long. Upon receiving the non-existence/existence proof,
the TCB around the PUF can then verify the proof by checking
against a constant-sized (O (1)) root hash stored in the TCB. This
root hash does not need to be kept secret, i.e., it can be known to adversaries; it must merely be secure against alteration or overwriting
by adversaries.
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c0, h0 = H (c0, h1, h2)

c1, h1 = H (c1, h3, h4)

c3, h3 = H (c3, 0, 0)

c2, h2 = H (c2, h5, 0)

c4, h4 = H (c4, 0, 0)

c5, h5 = H (c5, 0, 0)

cnew

Figure 6: Proof construction in an authenticated search tree. Suppose that one needs to prove that 𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤 does not exist in the
authenticated search tree (containing 𝑐 0 to 𝑐 5 ). For example, the dashed node shows the location where 𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤 is supposed to be.
The green information is included in the proof of non-existence for 𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤 . Note that the hash value stored in the left child of
𝑐 4 is also needed in the proof, but it is omitted in the diagram, because it is a 𝑛𝑖𝑙 node in the tree.
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Figure 7: Insertion of a new node 4.
of 𝑐𝑖 . E.g., adding (𝑐 1, ℎ 3 ) and (𝑐 0, ℎ 2 ) into the PROOF, as
shown in Figure 6.
(4) It returns the completed PROOF.

• If yes, we conclude that the PROOF is a valid proof. Based
on whether its an existence proof or a non-existence proof,
we conclude whether 𝑐𝑖 is in the LIST or not.
• If no, the PROOF is considered as invalid, and we conclude that either the LIST or the RBT Interface has been
tampered with by an attacker.

The proof construction process is also illustrated in Figure 6.
Scheme 5:

Verifying a PROOF of Existence/Non-Existence

Scheme 6:

Adding a New Challenge 𝑐𝑖 to the RBT

(1) In the case that a new challenge 𝑐𝑖 needs to be added to the
LIST, the RBT interface first proves that 𝑐𝑖 is not in the LIST
using the above schemes.
(2) If the non-existence of 𝑐𝑖 gets accepted by the verifier, then
𝑐𝑖 is added as a child of the node returned by the search
procedure.
(3) After insertion, a red-black tree fix-up is triggered. It may
rotate the structure of the tree to re-balance it. More details
about the red-black tree fixup can be found in the example
in the Appendix B and [9].
(4) After fix-up, a new RootHash will be generated by the trusted
control logic CL according to the fixup information of the
tree and the proof of non-existence used in Scheme 3.

(1) All the proofs generated by the RBT interface have to be
verified by the trusted control logic CL. After a proof is
received, the CL checks the starting node first. If it is a proof
of non-existence, the CL checks whether the left/ right child
of the starting node is a leave node based on whether 𝑐 is
smaller/ greater than the challenge in the starting node. In
the case of an existence proof, the CL verifies the order of
the two children and the starting node. If any of the above
check failed, return ł⊥ž.
(2) Then the CL hashes every node from the starting node of the
proof all the way to the root, using the challenge value of
each node and their sibling hash values provided in the proof.
The order of left and right child is determined by comparing
two consecutive challenges in the PROOF. The final result
is RootHash’.
(3) Check if RootHash’ = RootHash stored in the TCB:

Note that, based on the way the authenticated search tree is
constructed and verified, its security solely relies on the collision
resistance of the underlying hash function.
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C.2

EXAMPLE ROTATION OF AN
AUTHENTICATED RB TREE

Figure 7 depicts an example of consecutive operations in Red-Black
Tree Insert-Fixup, see [9]. (a) A new node 4 is inserted. The dashed
path in (a) is PROOF. All of the information in nodes 5, 7, 2 and
11 are included in PROOF, together with the hash values of nodes
8, 1 and 14, called the sibling’s hash values. In order to verify nonexistence, we need to reconstruct the root hash using PROOF and
compare with the trusted root hash stored in the TCB. In addition,
we need to check whether new node 4 is added at the correct
location, which means 2 < 4 < 5, and node 5 has no left child. Here,
case 1 in [9] applies, so node 5 and 7 are recolored but the structure
remain the same.
There are six possible cases in a RB tree fixup, in which only case
2, 3, 5 and 6 in [9] will rotate the structure of the tree; this example
shows three cases (the other three cases are similar in that they are
mirrored versions of the three in the example). In (b),(c) and (d),
the nodes in dashed blocks are the nodes which hash values need
to be updated; the transition from (b) to (c) is a rotation and the
transition from (c) to (d) is a rotation. Note that, PROOF already
provides all the information needed for updating these hash values.
In this example, in order to compute the hash of node 2, 7 and 11
in (d), we need the hash value of node 5, which was updated in
case 1 during the transition from (a) to (b), and the hash values of
nodes 1, 8 and 14, which are exactly the sibling’s hash values that
are contained in PROOF.

C

SecGameErasable (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ),
with probability of winning denoted by 𝜖erase , to
SecGameStrong (𝑃, A ′, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ),
where 𝜖 is the probability of winning as stated in the theorem.
We first modify SecGameErasable by assuming an adversary
A 0 who is like A but who cannot produce a valid PROOF for an
invalid claim that a challenge was not erased in its interactions
with GeniePUF(𝑃). We call this new game SecGameErasable0 and
denote the probability of winning this game by 𝜖0 . By the implicit
assumptions on the capabilities of the adversary in Definition 5,
we know that the control logic CL and PUF 𝑃 cannot be modified.
Therefore, the only way to produce a valid PROOF for an (erased)
challenge 𝑐 in RBT is to find a collision for the hash function. By
Theorem 1 in Section 6.2 of [7], the probability of finding a valid
PROOF is at most 𝜌. This shows that
𝜖erase ≤ 𝜖0 + 𝜌.
Not being able to provide a valid PROOF for an invalid claim
in SecGameErasable0 means that the GeniePUF(𝑃) does not produce responses for erased challenges. This is similar to the same
𝑗
game SecGameErasable0 where in Step 4a only a challenge 𝑐 erase
is chosen at random but not erased, and with the restriction that
𝑗
𝑗
the adversary is not allowed to query 𝑐 erase after 𝑐 erase is given to
the adversary in Step 4b. We call this game SecGameErasable1 . We
now define A 1 as adversary A 0 by discarding any erasure operations which A 0 asks for in Step 2 or Step 4c (these operations
cannot lead to feedback from GeniePUF(𝑃) which contains predictive information that can be used in Step 5). For A 1 , we can now
conclude that game SecGameErasable1 has winning probability 𝜖1
for which
𝜖0 = 𝜖1 .
Notice that SecGameErasable1 does not implement any erasure
operations. Because SecGameErasable1 disallows querying any of
𝑗
the 𝑐 erase after being selected in Step 4a and communicated to A 1
in Step 4b of game SecGameErasable1 , we know that the control
logic CL of GeniePUF(𝑃) simply provides direct access to 𝑃 for
the queries by A 1 . Therefore, the control logic of GeniePUF(𝑃)
provides direct access to 𝑃 in SecGameErasable1 and provides no
other functionality. This means SecGameErasable1 results directly
in a game for PUF 𝑃 where we have conceptually stripped away
the control logic of GeniePUF(𝑃).
Unrolling all the steps in SecGameErasable1 for 𝑃 shows its
equivalence with SecGameStrong. We now define A ′ as A 1 where
any attempt by A 1 to read state in RBT or control logic CL is
replaced by dummy observations. For A ′ , we may now conclude
that SecGameStrong has winning probability

PROOFS OF THEOREMS

In the following proofs we assume that ignoring operations or
communication does not increase the original execution time 𝑡 att
of an adversary.

C.1

Proof Sketch of Theorem 2

Proof Sketch. Let A be any adversary that is modeled by Definition 5. We define a series of games that reduce

Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. We will show the contraposition of the above statement,
assuming that 𝑃 is not an (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Strong PUF with respect
to some adversary A.
By Definition 2, this implies that there exists an adversary A who
is capable of winning the security game SecGameStrong (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att )
of Definition 2 with probability greater than 𝜖. This, in turn, means
that A can predict the correct response to one out of 𝑘 uniformly
randomly chosen challenges 𝑐 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝑃 with probability greater than
𝜖, whereby the time that A requires for his physical actions and
numeric computations does not exceed 𝑡 att .
We notice that the very same adversary A will also win the security game SecGameErasable (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ) with probability greater
than 𝜖. The reason for this is that the execution of the security
𝑗
game SecGameErasable (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ) with 𝑐 𝑗 = 𝑐 erase is identical
to the execution of the security game SecGameStrong (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att )
because adversary A in SecGameErasable (𝑃, A, 𝑘, 𝑡 att ) never at𝑗
tempts to query an erased challenge 𝑐 𝑗 = 𝑐 erase . This implies that
𝑃 is not a (𝑘, 𝑡 att, 𝜖)-secure Erasable PUF, completing our contraposition argument.
□

𝜖1 = 𝜖.
By combining all inequalities and equations we have
𝜖erase ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜌.
□
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